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Abstract
On misoriented ("vicinal") surface, the terrace-width (spacing between adjacent steps)
distribution (TWD) can be related to the spacing distribution of repelling fermions in
one dimension. The TWD can then be analyzed simply in terms of undergraduate
quantum mechanics and with more sophistication in terms of general properties of
equilibrium fluctuations, viz. generalizations of the Wigner distribution from randommatrix theory. This distribution has amazingly broadly applications, including
spacings between parked cars and time between successive buses in Cuernavaca. It
also emerges as the steady state solution of a Fokker-Planck description of step
evolution. More recently we applied this approach to the proximity cells (capture
zones) of islands and quantum dots on surfaces. However, one must go beyond our
initial mean-field analysis. I discuss several experimental examples. We also
consider the distribution of Metro stations in Paris, as well as the areal distribution of
French districts, counties in eastern states, and other such secondary administrative
units.
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